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ABSTRACT

For some pears, groups like the Councilon
Interracial Books ,for Children (CIBC) have been urging librarians to
take a second look at children's books previously regarded as
classics and to evaluate them in the light of the new consciousness
.which` -acknowledges the oppression of Third World peoples and women.
Op January 29, 1973; the Board of Directors of the American Library
Association (ALA) Children's Service's Division unanimously passed a
resolution calling for the re- evaluation bf library materials for
'chi'ldtens collections. However othersparticularly ALA's
\
Lntellectual Freedom Committee (IFC)--actively challenged the
resolution.,On.February 2, 1973, the ALA Council, adopted an IFC
counter-resolution,°setting forth the concept that sexism, racism,
and other isms are ideas which should not be censored. Furthermore,
t -he Library Bill 'of Rights vas cited as prohibiting children's
librarians from assuming functions different from those assigned to
adult librarianS. The CIBC then published a position paper entitled
Censorship and Racism: A Lilemma for Librarians. On' January 21, 1976,
statement in the form of a reply to that position
the'IFC adopted
paper, giving reason's for their opposition. Comments on the I #C's
most recent statement are 'given here. (Author/JM)
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"Censorship" or Selection:
The Search for Common Ground
For some years, groups like the duced on page 8.) But, in December

Interracial Books for
Children have been urging librarians
Council

on

On January

21,

1976 the IFC

of 1975, the 1FC succeeded in having adopted a statement in the form of a
the CSD resolution rescinded for its reply to our position paper, giving
b' take a second look at children's support of "censorship" and in the reasons for their opposition (the
books previously regarded as classics name of "intellectual freedom." We response appears on page 8)..
and to reevaluate them is the light'of regard this 'defeat of a forward step in
Readers acquainted with the conthe new consciousness which sc- children:s library services as an troversy will note that the IFC's
knowledges the .oppression of Third ominous sign of the times. At a time response fails to address the subWorld peoples and women.
when the advances of the'civil rights stance of our position: That the
We were therefore delighted when, movement are under attack and universal practice of covert censor.
on Jantiary 29, 1973, the Board of steadily being eroded, the IFC's posi- ship by librarians should be openly
Director: of the ALA Children's tion' can only serve to stifle free and acknowledged. Skirting the basic
Services Division (CSD) unanimously open discussion of the issuesapd, problem entirely, the IFC simply
passed* a resolution calling for the what is most important, to inhibit reiterates its position regarding overt
reevaluation or library materials for action when it is most needed!
censorship without submitting any
children's 'collections. The resolution
counter-arguments whatsoever to 'ei-

urged children's librariana to examther the CIBC's definition" and deine their collections critically and 111111111111111110.11111111111 scription of covert censorship, our
determine whether "in light`of growanalysis of IFC (assumptions or pur
An Open Letter to the
' mg knowledge and broadening perdifferentiation, between racism/sexspectives" books should be retained or Intellectual Freedom Conimittee of ism and "unpopular viewpoints." Nor
replaced by more up-to-date publics- the American Library Association does their statement address the
tions. The full text of this resolution is
We are on your side when you reality that criteria are always used
reprinted on page 8.
both to evaluate existing library
defend
the rights of children to collections
However, while we were welcoming.
and to select new materithe CSD resolution' as a potential step have free access to ideas. We als.
Given the IFC's studied evasion of
forward in the struggle to -counkract believe, as you 4b, that et ildrendestructive racist and sexist attitudes have the intelligence to consider the issues, we feel it is necessary, for
and practices in U.S. society, others differences of opinion on issues
the purpose of continued.debate, to
(particularly ALA's Intellectual FreeHowever, we do not recognize further pinpoint the nature of our
dom Committee) were actively chal- the'right" of a child to be indoctri- differences. The IFC is an important
knging the resolution. On February 2, nated with bigotry or to be psycho- bpdy with the legitimate function of
1913, the ALA Council adopted an logically abused by materials which protecting' anti-establishment viewpoints. However, the positions the
counterreitolution, setting forth'
concept"that "sexism, racism and demean the chitld's race, sex or IFC has taken serve, on the one hand,
as a cover for librarians to evade any
other isms" are "ideas" which should ethnic background.
We welcome the opportunity to social responsibilities and, on the
not be "censored." Fulthermore, the
Library Bill of Rights was cited as debate with anyone about how other, to inhibit positive social action.
-projiibiting children s librarians from racist and sexist materials.dan be Because the IFC holds such an
assuming functions different from effectively countered in library authoritative position within ALA,
they must do more than merely affirm
'those assigned to adult librarians.
In" an effort tb support the faltering systems .But as to whether racism their own opposition to racism and
reevaluation movement within the and sexism are evils or whether, as sexism, They must propose ways for
ALA, the CIBC published a position evils. they should be countered in children's', librarians to act against
paper entitled "Censorship and Rac- some way whenever manifest, we racism and sexism to overcome these
ism: A Dilemma for Librarians." maintain there is no basis -for social evils.
Our coipments on the IFC's most
(The position paper, which came out debate
recent statement appear on the followat the time of the summer 197 ALA
convention in San Francisco, is repro-

(

ing page.
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This article begins on the preceding page

THE MA( LOG WITH IFC CONTINUED

a

concern for broader library colledtions based on more
"The refusal of the ALA to endorse the censorship of racist careful consideration of possible racist/sexist content
and sexist books no pnore makes it pro-racist and pro-sexist
than-its refusal to censor the works of Karl Marx makes it
IFC SAYS:
pro-communtst."
"Above all, we want to emphasize that we do not support
IFC SAYS:

CI8C REPLIES:

This bit of razzle-dazzle mixes apples with oranges

any criteria for evaluating library collections...."
It

equates .phenomena which are fundamentally different in
their properties and, therefore, unequal in their value One
can choose whether or not to be in sympathy with books
that express particular ideologies If a book extols or derides
communism, for example, readers can choose to change
their persuasion on that topic If a book extols or derides
theism (or pornography, or narcotics use, etc.) readers can
agree or disagree with the author By Contrast books which
insult or demean one group's color or sex while exalting

CIBC REPLIES:
If criteria per' e are onerous, then Many courses at schools
of library science should be abolished as extraneous. What

is selection if riot the application of criteria?Aff educators,
including librarians, pre trained to develop and apply criteria.

No, it is not criteria the IFC is against; it is certain-criteria.
The question really is, are selection criteria to b'e limited

solely to those relating to literary style, excluding value
content/

another group's coloi or sex are attacking unalterable
physical realities One cannot choose whether to be affected
by such books because one cannot choose one's color or IFC SAYS:
"Librarians are ultimately responsible to their patrons."
sex These are attributes one is born with

To circulate to young children books which abuse their
racial or sexual identities, thus undermining their self-

CIBC REPLIES:

imagesand further to defend such books in the name of Amen, And when patrons are young children of whatever
race or sex, a librarian's responsibility is to guide their
-inteliectual freedom"is cruel in the extreme

IF

SAYS:

selection of books that will enhance their self-concepts and
contriSute to developing their potential, 'not bopks that will
impede their growth'or insult their identities. The librarian's
responz.ibility is to seek out and promote materials which are

view of the purpose of the Intellect I Freedom growth stimulators for all children. To quote Dr. Dorothy
Committee, we cannot under any circumstan es, join in a Broderick on this subject: " . If freedom Means the right to
campaign to balance library collections thr gh censor- warp children's minds or put our stamp of approval on
. In the
bigotry, then I would do with a little lest of it.
ship
name of intellectual freedom, we defend materials that
.

.

.

perpetuate attitudes 'that hinder the growth of individuals
CIBC REPLIES:
Again, the IFC is dissembling. No one has called for who are intellectually free.No racist is 'intellectually free.'"
"balance through censorship (Em though there is now
gross imbalance through cove 'censorship.) To really
inaling all but a handful
The resulting bonfire
might help the energy crisis but would not help the children
we are all concerned about What are we calling for? Only
for recognition of certain realitiesthat a selection process
exists and has always existed, it has and does involve some
degree of covert censorship We call for participation in that
selection process by Third World and feminist representatives and the introduction of criteria referring to racism and
achieve balanoe would require

of books in any library collects

CIBC CONCLUDES:

In conclusion, we would like to quote Donald High Smith,
director of education development at Bernard M. Baruch
College, City University of New York: "We who teach reading
or any other subject must perceive the importance of

developing in our students a Wrung desire to know their
Little does it matter,
own personal and national truths. .
nor will it matter, that we live in the most literate nation in

the world if those who can reaq continue to read of

d

sexism We also ask for relocation of a few blatantly believe in a nation where only white is right."
offensive young children's books on reference shelveg

We appeal to the Intellectual Freedom Committee and

to be used by adults to constructively teach about racism/ American Library Association: Let us have positive lead rsexism and their manifestations Balance? We hold no such shipin eliminating racism and sexism It need not be done
impossible dreams It is not a question of balance but rather our Way. But what Is your way?
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An Action Prograni for ALA
During the last 200 years, the U.S

tively

seek ways to

reconcile itd

' has failed to equalize the status of position on civil liberties with the
racial minorities and of women. For urgent national need to develop equal

100 a these years the American rights for all. That as a step in this

4

WHAT CAN ONE
LIBRARIAN DO?
If you are a librarian and want to
actively combat racism and sexism, here are some ways to begin:
Check out your reading habits for

Library Association has professed direction the IFC and the Children's
belief in the principle of equality, yet Services Division. issue a joint statehas failed to address the racism and ment addressing the special problems

pluralism. Are your viewpoints derived from reading only the major

schools of library science tokexamine standincof racism and sexism, and 2)
racism and sexism in children's how to promote multicitItural books.
literature and in the library profes5. 'Reform of Catalog Practices.

offered in the hope that they will

white media? Do you Belk out alterna-

sexism within its own professional posed by racism and sexism in chil- tive perspectives as expressed in
province, which perpetuate inequality. dren's books and the particular re- Third World and feminist publicaTherefore the CIBC urges the ALA sponsibilities which these entail for tions? (For suggestions, see the readto actively commit its resources children's librarians.
'rig list that billows this article.)
When did' you last initiate inand prestige to a program com- 4. Offensive Books as Learning
bating racism. and sexism in the Tools. That the Children's Services avpment of feminists and Third
library profession, focusing on Division innovaje a program which Worid people from your community in
provides children's librarians with Libra' y affairs?'
the following:
guidelines on 1) how to use offensive
1 Pre-Service Training. That require(' courses be introduced in books to develop children's under- The suggestions that follow are
quired

sion.
2. In-Service

be carried out after' consulting
Third World and feminist groups.

Analyze why you have been
Training. That the standard the full and fair treatment of buying and not buying certain books.
That ALA adopt as a cataloging

ALA undertake a dryad program to women-related C and multicultural
assist states .and localities in setting materialsincluding drama, fiction

Think of two choices you have made
that provide non-sexist role models for
girls. Think of two choices you have

workAtes and institutes; and that in require the replacement of demeaning

'made that contribute to feelings
self-confidence and self-worth in

up racism, and sexism awareness and poetry. This standard would
periodicals, regular columns and inexact subject headings and
assignment of enough subject tracbe devoted to this subject.
3. Intellectual Freedom. That the ings jo properly represent such mateIntellectual Freedom Committee la C- rials and make them ,accessible.
fi
all

Third World children. Can your own
successes and mistakes in book selection help you to improve your criteria
for determining future selections?
Can you find at least one book on
your library shelves, from any year,
that you consider racist and one you,

consider sexist? Can you dsvelop a
discussion guide based on the books
that will help teachers in your locality
provide students with new insights on
racism and Sexism?

Ask your local ,newspaper to

publish a "stereotype -of- the - week" box

to which children will submit a sexist

or racist stereotype they have discovered in a book, film or TV show.
(The accompanying captionwritten

46 What we know now about children

'is that when image-building is im-

peded by racism and sexism, a damage has been permitted Which is so

deep and protracted that we are
irresponsible if we condone it.

Donnarae MacCann, formerly children's librarian of the Los Angeles

Is
o. lova look, me. L'Ibrarioo?*
if 1 11" 06$ ban. 4 rrsririt .fras. access
*is is e. meorbelk3.*
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why the

by the childshoal-0

YWCA under the title ONE IMPV.RATIVE ,ELIMINATE RACISM. A
packet of matenals giving directions
on ways to counteract racism in
examples of racist and non-racist. YWCA branches is the "Action Audit
sexist and non-soist illustrations or for Change," available from the
National Board, YWCA, Center for
passages from stories
Cheek out your catalog, subject Racial Justice, 600 Lexington Ave.',
headings Can you find headings that New York, N Y. 10022.
Sygest that your library school
are cero'katory, to women or -Chord
World peoples and that are likely to alma mater and, or the college in your
area introduce courses on racist and
perpetuate stereotypes'
library associa-' sexist stereotypes in children's trade
Urge your
Lion and the ALA to become more and textbooks.
Write the CIBC about y Air acinvolved in the rzo..ernent to eliminate institutional racism and sexism. tions and fhe successes or failures you
A practical model is the program have encountered so that these may
currently being 'conducted by the he shared with other librarians.
stereotype is demeirnmg
Set up a Perosin. display , for
children, parents and teachers giving

or

further

infOrmatiOn

consciousness -rail rhg

about

programs,

ra-

cism and sexism awareness teaming
facilities, and assistance in setting up

confe,encei, workshops, or courses
with anti- racist and anti-sexist topics, .
please, write Dr Robert Moore, CIBC
Racism and Sexism Resource Center,
Room 300, 1841 Broadway, New York,
N Y 10023 A free catalogue of an)iracist and anti-senistlenaterials is avaiable on request

111111111111N1111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111=1111111
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Readings for Racism* and
Sexism Awareness

(145; Masonic Avenue, San Frpisco,
Cal. 94117)

Viva La Raza7 by Elizabith 'S. Martinez

and Ennqueta L. Vasquez, Doubleday,
1974

Women on Words and Images ;"40WI)

The following list of books. perukli-

Stacy, Susan4 litircaud and Joigi Daniels,

cals and publishing houses is not

Dell, 1974 (paperback)

Box

comprehensive,. but it will furnish
basic resources for consciousness ra)ol-

Women's Studies for Teachers and Admin-

istrators A Packet of Insercice Education

So k selection aids

ing

Matehals by Merle Froschl, Florence Howe
- . and Sharon Kaylem, The Feminist Press
(Box 334, Old Westbury, N Y. 11568)

Developing awareness of the func-

tions of institutional and cultural

Developing insights about Third

racism

World and feminist perspectives
Afri ria Library Jourrtc.:. A Quarterly
Bitliography and Resource Guide, 10i

Terry,
Eerdmans Publu anon, it Ir,Ind Rapids;
For White.;
%hi h i

/y

by

Robert lh

1471

In.stitutvgial Rar Ism ui .4mi'm a k Louts
Knowles find Kenneth Prewitt Yr, atu
Hall, 14h9 i paperhat
The Rightness of Whiten. ss The World
of the blots Child in a Segr,gated ,Societ),
h lihjo Region
by Abraham E Citron
at Educations Laboratory, 1969, distribut
Madison, Detroit
ed by P A CT
Mich 4,scS2to or froui the
Broadway, New York N V

(IBC

Fifth Avenue, New York, N Y 10003
.4iiieeeee' An Anthology of Asian Ameri-

63, Princeton, N.J ;08540'

rican Indian Authors for Young
Rkaders. A Selected Bibliography by Mary
A

Oltyne Byler, The Association on Amen.

can Indian Affairs (432 Park Ave. So,,
New York, INrY. 10016), 1973

The Black American in Books for Children

by Donnarae MacCann and Glona Wood.
ward, Scarecrow Press 1972
Dick and.ane as Victims by -Women on
Words and Images (Box 2163, Princeton,
N.J. 08540),, 1971

can Writers by Frank Chin, Jeffrey Paul
('han, Lawson Fusao , Inada and Shawn

Feminist Packet by CIBC Racism arid

Hsu Woniz, Howard University Press, 1974

New York, N.Y.* 10023)

Sexism Resource Center (1841 BroadwA?,

Akwesasne Notes lirwspaper of the Mo-

Human and AntiHuman Values in Chil-

hawk Nation, Rooselfeltown, N.Y: 13683
The Black Scholar, PO Box 908, Sausalito, Cal 94965
Black Women in White America A Docu-

dren's Books. Guidelines for the Future by

mentary History edited by Gerda Lerner,

the CIBC Racism and 'Sexism Resource
Center for Educators (1841 .Broadwayt
New York, N.Y. 10023), 1976

The Image of the Black in Children's

White Racism Its Histrms Pathologs. and # Vintage Books, 1972
Practice by Ham N Schwartz and Robert The' Feminist Press; Box 334, Old WestInsch, Dell, 1471)
bury, N Y. 11568

Fiction by Dorothy Broderick, Bowker,

Developing awareness of sexism

Mexican Thought, P 0 Box 9275, Berkeley, Cal 94719
-History of Puerto Rico by [Aida Figtatoa,
Americas Publishing Co. ,(40-22 23rd
simammommurrumlimmin Las
St, Long Island City, N Y. 111111), 1975
As long as it is Black people being Know Inc , P 0 Box 86031, Pittsburgh, Pa
offended we smoke intellectual free. 15221
Occupied America The Chicanos Struggle

dren's Literature: A Suiwey of 200' Books ";

Toward Liberation by Rudolfo Acufia,

23), 1976
York, N.Y.
Starting Oui Right: Choosing Books About

El Grito A Journal of Contemporary

Came,Tumbling After Se XIAM
And
American Education edited by Judith

dom and tell Blacks that bigots have

rights too 9,
Dorothy Brodenck, Associate Professor, Dalhousie University School of
Library Science
11111111111111111111111.111111111101011111111611111111111111111d
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Harper & Row, 1972
The Rican Journal, 2409 Geneva Terrace,
Chicago, III 60614

Textbooks and the American Indian by
Jeannette Henry, American Indian Society, 1970, order from The Indian Historian

1973

Interracial Books for Children Malvin,
special issues: "Chicano Culture in Chil"100 Children's Books about Puerto Ricans: A Stud in Racism, Sexism and
Colonialism", "Asian Amencans in Children's Books: Analyses of 66 Bobks."

'Sexism and Racism in Popular Basal
Readers by CIBC Racism and Sexism
Resource Center (1841 Broadway, New

Black People for Young Children PreSchool through Third Grade by Bettye I.

LatiMer, 1972; distributed, by Division for
Administrative Services (Wisconsin Hall,
126 Langeon St., Madison, Wis. 53702)

DON'T LOOK IN THE CATALOG!
By Sanford Berman
A study was condUcted by the CIBC employ the thoroughly discredited

(like Michael Banton and the United

and the Hennepin County Library NEGROES, which even LC has lately Nations) unmistakably endorse the
Cataloging Bulletin

to

determine

begun

to

replace with "Afro -- purely descriptive, unwarped phrase,

RACE RrIATIONS.
apyLchanges have been American" and "Black" forms.
Despite repeated protests by ALA's
"Eskimos" and "Bushmen"alien
made in library catalog headings as a

result of librarians:gfew awareness" and derogatory nicknamesare
(see "Catalogers in lRevolt against listed, with a single exception, inLC's Racist, Sexist Headings" Vol 6., litead of the authentic self-names,
INUITand SAN. Similarly, the deNos. 3 & 4).

Under review were the headings meaning;. Boer-derived HOTTENused in such categolties as raceiethnic TOTS uniformly appears in Place of
groups, women, older people, etc. the indigenous KHOI-KIMIN (a lone
Questionnaires were completed by 48 institution tags such material
librariis throughout the coiintry. AFRICANATIVE RACES hardly
What were the results? Well, they an improvement).
The negative, 'outsider term, tJN
required no elaborate computer analy
ass. Overwhelmingly, the institutions TOUCHABLES,- surfaces nine time
more often than the Gnandian, nonsurveyed:
Perpetuate and promote stereotypes judgmental HARLIANS:

and prejudices which are not only

antithetical to true multiculturaligm
but also to those basic, humane
values librarians so often profess.
Unquestioningly (indeed; automatically) rely upon external "authorities," especially the Library of Congress -subject heading scheme or its

spin-off, the Sears list, rarely using
their own judgement and creativity to
change an objectionable descriptor, or
to ipnovate forms for otherwise "bur-

ied" topics. "We folloW Library of

Jewish Caucus and others, 31 out. of
40 respondents continue to use JEWISH QUESTION as a primary head-

ing, 2 employ JEWSPOLITICAL

AND SOCIAL CONDITIONS, 5 mere ly assign the overly -broad JEWS, anlI

a grandly disappointing total of 2
apply the suitably fair and specific
JEWSRELATIONS WITH GENTILES.

The "over-60's" are not SENIORS

or even ELDERLY, but rather AGED,

which is emphatically not how they

think of nor call themselves. In seven
"Primitive' constructions have no- libraries, they aren't quite people at
where been replaced by "folk" or all, relevant material being variously
"traditional" forms which would bet-' Subject-traced under the "conditions"
ter accord with modern anthropology of AGING or OLD AGE.
Sexist, male-oriented forms clearly
and would reflect no Western, "civipredominate:
for instance, none of the\
lized" preconceptions.
Roughly five out of six libraries libraries employ AMITY instead of
regularlyand mindlesslyslap "la- BROTHERHOOD or BROTHERLIbels" like RACE PROBLEMS and NESS, though 2 use the over-extended
RACE QUESTION on works dealing form, FRIENDSHIP, and another 2
with interracial themes, overlooking the sothewhat narrow RACIAL UNthe fact that interracial contact can DERSTANDING. FIREMEN has yet
be of an accommodating or amiable to be supplanted by the gender:free

nature and that "Question" forms
Congress," was a typical response.
Have either failed tb stock material wrongly attribute "guilt" to the vicon many key; contemporary subjects, tims of discrimination themselves.
oreven if they havemake them Reputable scholars and organizations
hard to find through thebatialog.

FIRE FIGHTERS; a negligible 2
respondents (of 21) had substituted
GUARDS or POLICE, PRIVATE for
WATCHMEN: and PILGRIM

Regart1ing stereotypes
and biased:
21 bf the ,48 libraries use the
unacceptable 'NATIVE RACES as
either an ethnologic or political rubric; only 2 institutions report a
preference for COLONIZATION, and
none favor the far more accurate and
unequivocal COLONIZED PEOPLES.

In only 3 out of 43 catalogs do

descriptors admit that the U.S. has

ever maintained bona fide "colonies,"
rather than simply administering
idyllic, non-imperial "territories and
possessions" or "insular possessions."
UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES thrives in 37 catalogs, DEVELOPING COUNTRIES in 1, and the
completely neutral and unslanted
THIRD WORLD in none.

Two-thirds of the librarians still

e Excuse

8
I

ME, MISS, IX SEARCHING

FOR AN

HONEST WOK.*
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-FATHERSat once Hoist, sexist and
unhistoncpersoieres in 44 out, of 48
catalogs

Regarding inadequate collectiortdevelopment/catalqg access:
Two libraries claim to use AGE
DISCRIMINATION; two others say
they catalog pertinent material under
either DISCRIMINATION or

i.

Background Documents in
"Censorship" Controversy

\ AGEDLAWS, STATUTES, ETC. Reprinted below are four documents relevant to the censorship
(neither of which is nearly equiva- controversy discussed in the article-beginning on page 3. First is the
lent), and none employs the increas- "Statement on Reevaluation of Library Materials for Children'.
ingly common and serviceable Collections," adopted by the Board of Directors of the ALA Children's
AGEISM.
Division, on January 23, 1973. The second is the feature
Out of 47 libranes, only 8 provide Services
article
that
appeared in the Bulletin, VoJ. 6, Nos. 3 & 4, which was
direct access to material on the
distributed
at
the 1976 ALA convention. The third document is the
proposed Equal Rights Amendment;
ALA
reply
issued
by the IFC `after its midwinter 1976 conference.
the remainder either don't have any Last is a brief rebuttal
to the IFC statement that appeared on the
thing on the subject or in effect "hide"
editorial
page
of
the
Schaal
Library Journal, March, 1976.
It under WOMENLEGAL STATUS,
LAWS, ETC

,

U S CONSTITUTION

and similar catchalls.

None of the hbranes has estab

lished a heading for the AfroAmerican holiday, KWANZA (though

one mentioned an article in Ebony,
Jr ).
One library uses NATIONAL LIBERATION MOVEMENTS, while only

three have introduced both RACISM
IN CHILDREN'S LITERATURE and
stSEXISM IN CHILDREN'S LITERA-

TURE, or the nearly synonymous

RACE DISCRIMINATION IN CHIL-

DREN'S LITERATURE and SE4

STATEMENT ON REEVALUATION
OF LIBRARY MATERIALS
FOR CHILDREN'S .COLLECTIONS
labranans must espouse critical stan-

dards in selection and reevaluation of
library materials. It is incumbent on the
libranan working with children to be
aware that the child lacks the breadth of
expenence o'f the adult and that librarians
have a two-fold obligation in service to the
child:

1. To build and maintain tollechons of

DISCRIMINATION IN CHIL- \ materials which provide information on
DREN'S LITERATURE. (Some insti- the entire spectrum of human knowledge,
and opinion.
tutions doubtless have at least a few expenence
2 To introduce to the child thorte titles
works on racism and {sexism in which
will enable him to develop with
juvenile media, but probably "dump" free spirit, an inquinng mind, and an ever.a
them into a sprawling, unmanageable widening knowledge of the world in which
category like CHILDREN'S LITERA- ,he lives.
TURE)
Because moat materials reflect the social
From a ,humanistic or multicultural climate
of the era in which they are
standpoint, our analysis is deeply produced,
if is often difficult to evaluate

with objectivity and respect for all opinions. Only after such consideration can he
reach a decision as to whether the title is
superseded in coverage and quality, and
should be discarded, Q r should be kept in
the collection.
The Board of Directors of the Children's
Services Division, American Li by Association, supports the Library Bil f Rights
and Free Access to Libraries for Minors.

Reevaluation is a positive approach to
sound collection building and ,should not
be equated with censorship.

CENSORSHIP AND RACISM:
A DILEMMA FOR LIBRARIANS
Most of us equate the act of censorship
with a clear and deliberate process, set in

motion for clearly defined objective. A
censor acts to eliminate or label materials

that are felt to offend prevailing public
attitudes The censor finds fault; he/she
supervises

the manners and views of

others. Generally, we associate censorship
with matters of sexoccasionally, of

disturbinrut it need not be paralyz- some aspects of a work at the time Of
ing. A
aroused publicand purchase. But social climate and man's politics. When movies are 'given an "X"
professioncan transform the catalog state of knowledge are constantly chang- rating, they have been censored from
-from a thiiig of embarrassment and ing and hbranans should therefore contin- consufription by part of the public. Governfrustration into the unbiased and
effective tool it ought to be.
Editor's note: Librarians are urged
to report their own subject (and other)
cataloging changes to the author, c/o
Hennepin County Library, 7001 York
Ave. S., Edina, Minn. 55435. Subscrip-

tion rates for the bimonthly Catalog.
ing Bulletin: $4 /individuals, $7/institutions. Write the Secretary,
Technical Services Division, Henne-

pin Cotinty Library, at the above

uously reevaluate their old matenals in the
light of growing knowledge and broadening perspectives In the process of reevalu-

ment flocuments marked "classified" or

ation it may be found that an old title is
still fresh and pertinent, or even, that it

passages in a book about the CIA be
censored "in the Interest of national

was produced ahead of its time and now
has a new relevance. It may, on the other
hand, no longer serve a useful role in the
collection It may have been superseded by

security." To most of us, then, censorship
is a very specific activity, openly engaged

better books.

in, and some Aniencans hold it to be
acceptable and appropriate under particular circumstances. Most libranans, on the .

In making his decision, the libranan has

other hand, claim to disapprove of all

a professional obligation to set aside
personal likes and dislikes, to avoid
labeling matenals, to consider the

forms of censorship But what they mean,
as we shall see, is all overt censorship.

address. The complete results of the
and weaknesses of each title,
survey, including alternative subject strengths
and to consider the material as a whole

heads,' are also available from the
Library
VOLUME 7 NUMBER 4

"top secret" are censored, and recently the
government
demanded
that certain

9

Censorship also has a cow/ft aspect.
When a book, for example, presents one set

of facts or one viewpoint about a given

DOCUMENTS
or

believe about others !Thos is ^not to Infer

viewpointsand when the inclusion of

the

subject

and

excludes

other

t acts

some facts and the omission of others
results in

a picture of reality that

is

struggle against racism and sexism

merely that few have done ad Nor is it to

different from the one that would have

Infer that all minorities and all women

emerged had all the facts been presented
then covert censorship has taken place
Only part of the truth has been presented,

so .)

automatically struggle against racism or
sexismmerely that more are likely to do

other parts of the truth have been cen-

When a publishing firm continually

sored.
Another example of covert censorship is

selects for publication, without meaningful

revealed if we multiply the previous case

members. manuscripts that include certain
facts and viewpoint+ and exclude others,
and when the selections and rejections are
determined by the publisher's own uncon-

1000 timesthat is, if not one book but
1000 books on the same subject present one
set of facts, viewpoint and omit other

counsel or

scious racist and sexist attitudes, then

becomes pervasive, resulting in the perpet-

racism, sexism and censorship can be said

uation of distorted pictures of reality At is
so effective that the distortions come to be
accepted as the only realityas the Whole
truth
In the instance of overt censorship, It is
known to exist and approved by many But

to

unaware that certain facts and or view

points have been withheld from their
consideration, unaware that the "reality"
they accept is perhaps not reality at all but

an imposed distortion of reality We are
concerned here with the ways in which

to

generation

Consider,

too,

that no

malicious Intent need he involved. It is
primanly a matter of orientationa white
male, middle upper
orientation

class,

ethnocentric

Most of the books that fill our libraries
came into print via the process described
above That process is further reinforced
by the book selection policies of libraries
also conceived and implemented primarily

by whites Our libraries

are, therefore,

Rights Commission. "racism may be
viewed as any attitude, action, or institu
tonal structure which subordinates a
person or group because of color We can

mind that we address the question What
can librarians and educators do about it9

a person or group because of sex

Although many but by rio means all) of
the cruder forms of racuim

d sexism that

afflicted our society for centuries have
passed into history racism and sexism
nevertheless

endure,

supported

by

an

ed resides

ublishing.
in the same hinds that cont
And since all of the aforementioned factors
determine what books circulate ' most
widely in libraries, the hypothetical presence on librgi shelves of equal numbers
Stall would not cowlof alternative

have joined hands Through covert lute a "balance."
There is a third point to consider 'In
regard tit the balancing concept. As a
and attitudes have passed from generation

racist and sexist institutions They contain
volumes and volumes from which part of

define sexism as any attitude, athon, or
institutional structure which subordinates

flow, Into our libraries. In addition, the
power that determines what books are
reviewed in major media and by whom,
ommendid
what books ire placed on

censorship, racist and sexist stereotypes

covert censorship serves as a perpetuator
of racism and sexism in literature

According ti the United States Civil

In theory, certainly, "balancing" has
merit However, as long as the publishing
Industry is constituted as it is, anti-racist
and anti-sexist books will see the light of
day in extremely small.numbersmeaning
that such books will merely .e.s111e, not

Input from minority group' lists and what books are pu

facts viewpoints In this case, censorship

where covert censorship is concerned, most
people are unaware that it exists They are

/

that white males can never join

the truth has
censorship It

been omitted by covert
is with this situation in

In response to the demand by Third
World citizens and other enlightened
Americans that whys be found to deal with

books which demean, derogate or otherwise abuse the truth about minority
Americans' humanly, history and culture,
a controversy ensued in which the 4merican Library Association (ALA) asserted
itself

The ALA denounced as "censorship"
economic and political system that is
fundamentally exploitative Racism leads any requests to remove Little Black Sarah()
to statistics which show that non whites and other publications from library
have poorer education, poorer in«)me, shelves On the positive side, ALA spokespoorer health and life expectancy than do people advanced the "balancing" conwhites Sexism leads to the statist( s cept as the most effective and only
showing that women have less earning acceptable, (to them) way to counter racist
power and fewer role possibilities than do or sexist content in literature According to
thal concept, racist and sexist books
men
The publishing industry, Hie all indus- should remain on the shelves, while nontr' and institutions in our society. has racist and non-sexist books should also be
always been overwhelmingly white in available in substantial numbers to "balownership, management and profits ance the scales Supportively, the 194M
Hence, for as long as book publishing has Library Bill of Rights prohibits,exclusion
been a major Industry in this country. of materials from circulation "because of
white male publishers have always had the race or nationality or the social,
final decision making power about print political, or religious views of the authors"
ing matenals (written mainly by whites) and calls for the provision of "books and
on the basis of what they have believed other materials presenting all points of
about themselves. believed about the view concerning the problems and issues
Amen( an system and American values, of our times Both are honorable princiand what they have chosen or needed) to ples

Black litfranan commented recently at a,
librarians' seminar, the way to create a
"balance" where an anti - Black' book is
present is not with a pro lack book but
with an anti-white book. Her well-taken
remark clearly exposes the flaw, in this
theory"
ALA Contradictions

In the course of this,rontroversy, attention has been called by ALA spokespeople

to that clause in the Library Bill of Rights
which proscribes the resi,nction or removal
of books from library shelves "because of
partisan or doctrinal disstploroval." Other

ALA documents describe racism as an
"idea" wt ich "many find abhorrent, repugnant nd inhumane," and underscore
"the professional responsibility of librarians to guard against encroachments upon
Intellectual freedom."

But a number of contradictions and

otherwise questionable content is to be
found in these documents. For example,

the Libtary Bill of Rights notwithstanding, an ALA'Children's Services Division
statement (adopted in 1973) affirms the
right (in fact, the obligation) of the
children's librarian to "discard" older
books four0,to be superseded "In covers_ge----

and qualitl" by more recently published
ones And despite the comment in another
document entitled Sexism, Racism and

Other -Isms ,.irt Library Materials. An
Interpretation of the Library Bill of Rights

that the Bill of Right's "intakes no distinc!
ton between materials and services" for
children and adults," the Children's Seivices resolution defines for the chil-

dren's libranan the following "two-fold
obligation in service to the child "

1. To build and maintain collections of materials which provide
information on the entire spectrum
of human knowledge, experience
and opinion.

2. To Introduce to the child those

BULLETIN I

DOCUMENTS
titles

whir h will

t 44.0.1t

tom

with
tn.. spirit an
inq u inn g mind
and an e. er
widening knowledge of the world in

de% eiop

which he 11. es

Now here is there room for recognizing
that libraries ire predominantly white
malt- calms elatrit institutions whit h, due

to covert censorship, have always been
unh.danced in their representation of the

[Statement adopted by ALA Jan 1976)
In a special issue its the Interracial
Books fur Children Bulietini Vol Y, Nos .1distnhuted at the ALA's 1975 Annual

No equi.itient definition of obligation
exists regarding adults

of women (Indeed, thi. Amencant public

\ore rhe reesaluation' concept set
forth in the t 'hildren's St rot es statement
and the obligation assigned to t hildren;s

the Anarp .in sviiem anti that ,,ystem is
t. l ann.' of rae, sex iind class )

Conference in San h ant...sm. the editors of
the Bulletin charged that the ALA's

Towards a Solution

that we learn 4.f the recent mot b. the

pro racist and pro-censorship
The editors' charge was based upon their
contention that the ALA has been insensi-

Committee on Intellectual Freedom Of the
\l.-\, Children's Ser. ices Division tit

censorship. the editors contended, has

librarians are ob.iousl. compatible and,
turthermore sensible The. begin to point,
way toward handling racist and sexist

points cat . Jew of nun white Americans and
't an not but refits{ the true n Atm,.

a

materials It is, theretore, with deep regret

4

STATEMENT OF
ALA INTELLECTUAL
FREEDOM COMMITTEE

For all of the foregoing reasons, we foci
cpmpelled to ciao lude that the sir-called
anti censorship position of the ALA, sup
rest ind e.en this small step in the right ported by the "Freedom to Read" move
diret non The c ommittee has requested the manta N in actuality, though perhaps
SI) board to retrai t the 1'47 i ree.aluation unwittingly. pro-racist, pro-sexist and prostatement on the grounds that it "makes censorship Failing to acknowledge the
h.r ilmtusion
with the spirit of the (.; t haracter of American !society, their position precludes the possibility of change
'alien-. tail of Rights
Appreciating the opposition of civil
libertarians to overt censorship land realit
America Misunderstood
ing that such censorship has usually been
anise-A fur undemocratic purposes), we
We also obsr.t that a disturbing theme are nut inclined to advocate overt censor
run, through all of these AIA dot uments, ship as the v. ay to 'deal with racism and
dooircing social responsibility from prides ;sexism in hooks Nor, on the other hand,
stoical responsibtla. Librarians are, on
are we able to support the ALA position
the one hand commended for being about which we have such serious quessot iaiN. const lous and opposed to injustice tions Adhering to the ALA resolution
format, we suggest the following approach
but at the same time, cautioned not
ac t
Whereas if the t S were actually a
`on their beliefs lest they .1olate their
democratic society with freedom and
protessoinal commitment t( support Intel
lectual freedom
,t discern in this iustace for all, and
posture a pattern of reasoning that we \-44.4.reas It' the publishing industry were
baileys. Is circular with the starting point racially, sexually and economically repreand finish line being the status quo 1 CN:' sentative
Then the Al A resolutions would make
the resolutions seers to say, "some thing,
pellet t sense and should he supported by
ire repugnant And offensi% e, but all
attitudes and idea.: are equal under God
BUT . ,
In the name
professional's/11 and the
Whereas our existing society oppresses
equalit. of el. is do nothing.' What is
f-.rs of 'Acid) minority groups, women
misted Is tht f.0 t that when people are
unequal in t gt.en soviet', due to the
4int our people of all races and sexes, and
Whereas racism, sexism and classism
ippressie n,taun nt that society s instdu
tms, then thost people's Ideas are unequal are destructive to human lives and human
and proliferate unequally tri bunks In potential, and
It/let-vas our society does not actually
st hook in liht
Hut the roost tob.rtunate ospex t of the permit the free and equal circulation of all
ideas and viewpoints, arid
ALA position as expressed in the resolu
tom,. iced 1.4 their basic premise, grounded

Whereas it is the professional and social

Ina set commonli, held myths about the
nature of Amenean
America, the
\1,A st erns to assume 14 a v.hoiesome,
41r4rnotr.itp, enlightened nation in whit h
intellectual freedom" reigns No tinder.

responsibility of librarians and of educa
tors to broaden the horizons and enrich the
lives of all people,

BE IT RESOLVED THAT we, as
librarians and educators, believing in
the equal value of all human beings
10% en sti h an assumption that racism
and sexism can he dismissed mert.ly as and in the equal value and integrity of
idea9"among many ideas that coexist' all human histories and cultures, will
happily in this democraev

.

Nowhere in this at best naive and at
v.rst dishonest con( (Twin of the United
states is there room tor reCogni7ing that

such rri.thsattrat ti.e as the,. arefall

before the reality of hie for the poor the
in whits the powerless -among
ititenq
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policies on intellectual «freedom are "in
actuality, though perhaps unwittingly,

tive to "covert censorship

resulted in libraries with an "unbalanced"
presentation of the points of view of nonwhite AmeriCans and women The process
of covert censorship was described in these
terms
The publishing industri like ail industries
and institution, in our .44)( let., has always
been overwhelmingly white in ownership,
management and prolit.s Helve, for as long
as hook publishing has been a major industry

in this country. white male publishers have
always had final division making p6wer
about printing materals
When a publishing firm continually selects
for publication
manuscripts thdt include
tertian facts and .iewpoints and exclude
.ithers and when the selection and rejections
are determined fn. the publishers' own unconscious racist ;Ind sexist attitudes. then
racism, sexism and censorship can be said to
have Joined hands

The editors of the Bulletin went on to say.

.ire not ant lined to athocate overt
censorship as a way to deal with racism and
sexism in bnok.
ItV le

On this point, at lea'st.', the Intellectual
Committee of the American
Library Association and the editors of the
Bulletin are in agreement But there our
Freedom

agreement ends ,
The efforts of the members of the
American Library Association have contributed significantly to the creataoh of

library collections free of censorship The
refusal of tht*Nssocitition to endorse the
censorship of racist and sexist books no
more makes It pro-racist and pro-sexist
than its retustfl to censor the works of Karl
Marx makes It pro-communist
In addition to opposing the censortihip of
works containing unpopular viewpoints,
the American Library Association and the
Intellectual Freedom Committee have
encouraged the dissemination of minority
%Jews. having recognized the special cliffi
(lines these views may face in gaining a
hearing Indeed, it is one of the assump-

tions of the Library Thu of Rights that
democracies

Wt ask individual librarians as well as
ALA committees to complete the ahoy e
resolution and send it to this Bulletin
with their commentsso we can develop
an ongoing dialogue on strategies for
change

This covert

require the expression

of

minority viewpoints, and that it is the
special responsibility of libraries to make
them accessible to the public
In view of the purposes of the Intellectu-

al Freedom Committee, we cannot under
any circumstances join in a campaign to

'"Oalant'e library a 1,11e% toms through

sorship Abw.e all we want to rrnpha,ii.
that we do not support any mem, for
evaluating

librion

collections

het h. r

these cnteria be ',established by gt.trn
ment or by private groups 'which
plant the ultanate standard of the

and usefulness of libLiry.material.

n.

library patrons

We find hide to fault, and mut

praise, in efforts to encourage the puhli,
non of works presenting women arill
minorities in non sexist and ion -racio
rules Hut We do not support any efforts to
suppress works that do not meet the nun
sexist and non racist criteria' estahlished
by Cianous groups, including the Couto ti
on Interracial Books for Children
Librarians are ultimately responsible to

their patrons When a librarian responds
to a request from a patron, no third party

ihould be allowed to intervene in their
confidential transit( tom

CIBC's Preliminary Rebuttal
The protection of unpopular viewpoint,

Is a worthy and necessary goal in any
society And although the McCarthy era us
behind us, there are many worthwhile

battles to be waged today by American,
who value freedom of expression But for
the IFC to classify racism and sexism as
mere "unpopular viewpoints" is an outra
genus distortion of reality
Racism and sexism are far from being
unpopular or controversial issues They
are policies, practices, and beliefs by whit h

our society's ,established institutions now
function Notwithstanding establishment
rhetoric to the contrary, statistics confirm
the pervasiveness of racism and sc ism in

American culture For the IF(' to equal.
communist viewpoints--whiCh are cleark
unpopular and threatening to th*
establishmentwith racist and sexi,t

viewpointswhich are in practice U.
accepted establishment norm is complete
ly untenable

A librarian's failure to take a stand

against racist and sexist practices is, in
effect, to give consent to those practices
Silence is

consenton the part of a

librarian, or any other citizen Moreover
for the 1'FC to invoke some mythical
sanctity in the "conficlennal" relationship
0 between librarian and patron represents a
final retreat which borders on the ndicu
lous when that patron is a child

How can a book which assaults the
humanity of a particular group of people
and maims the self-images of children who

belong to that group be of value and
usefulness to any child? The librarian who
questions the continued use of Little Black
Sanity is exercising the best professional
and humane judgement. The librarian who

evaluates the content, as well as the
literary character of materials when order

mg new books can help young patrons
become bias-free citizens
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